1) Title: Mechanical Engineer Trainee

Job description:
Enhancement and maintenance of the book dispensers for Hong Kong Public Libraries and related systems and services, including hardware, software, and the integration of MASC, Octopus payment and Next Generation Integrated Library System to perform check-in, check-out, reservation, pick up of library materials and payment of library fees by using Octopus. This sophisticated system provides the 24-hour library services such as check-out, check-in and pickup of reserved library materials.

2) Title: Engineer Trainee

Job description:
This smartcity solution with both hardware and software manage vehicle access integrated licence plate recognition system and contactless smartcard payment. The AVACS was designed and built for uninterrupted (7x24 non-stop), unattended and mission-critical operation. It provides non-stop services to all public vehicle users.

Both Ads internship period: -
Jun to Aug 2022

Studies in Engineering related

Application method: -
Up to arranged by CityU or direct email to job@hkite.com or angie@hkite.com